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The Mercury Theatre, Colchester
Specialists in Seating sets the standard for quality at The Mercury Theatre.

For over 25 years, Specialists in Seating has supported the entertainment 
industry in achieving first class comfort, functionality and aesthetics.

It is this commitment to design and engineering excellence that has forged 
Specialists in Seating’s long term partnership with The Mercury Theatre in 
Colchester, which first specified over 500 theatre seats for its Main Theatre in 
2005.

Over the last 16 years, the installation has offered audience members first class 
ergonomics, whilst providing the theatre with impressive durability.

As part of a dedicated upgrade project, which included significant building 
and refurbishment works, Specialists in Seating was approached by The 
Mercury Theatre in 2020 to replace its original seating and provide a classic yet 
contemporary uplift to the auditorium.

With a dedicated team of engineering experts specialising in the design, 
installation and servicing of theatre seating systems, The Mercury Theatre was 
confident Specialists in Seating could successfully fulfil every aspect of the brief, 
from initial concept, through to removal and replacement.

Specialists in Seating’s team of design and engineering experts worked in close 
collaboration with Nik Frampton, The Mercury Theatre’s Facilities & Projects 
Manager, along with Theatre Consultant, Charcoal Blue, to design, space plan, 
create seating layout, manufacture and install its industry leading F6000 theatre 
seats throughout the newly refurbished auditorium.

The theatre seats were specified a rich red velvet upholstery, which was 
combined with durable polished wooden outer back and under seat panels 
to create a luxurious appearance that also delivers the highest standards of 
longevity and comfort.

 

SIS were detailed and meticulous with their seating layout drawings 
which proved to be very sensible especially when it came to the 
installation of the seats that went in efficiently and without any real 
complications. The overall effect of seeing the newly installed seats 
is extremely pleasing and everyone involved in the theatre and our 
newly arrived customers are delighted with the new seating.

I would be more than happy to recommend SIS Global Seating and 
their F6000 theatre seat to any theatre or performing arts centre. 

 
 
The newly opened theatre uses 100% renewable energy and features an 
increased capacity for the auditorium, in addition to new spaces designed for 
community engagement projects, rehearsals and dance studios. 

Paul Williams, CEO of Specialists in Seating, said: “Being chosen by The Mercury 
Theatre to project manage the replacement of its auditorium seating reflects our 
ability to supersede client expectations across every aspect of a project, from 
initial design, right through to installation. It was a real pleasure to collaborate 
with the theatre on this project and we look forward to extending our relationship 
for another 15 years and beyond.”

Manufactured to rigorous international standards and installed with unrivalled 
attention to detail, each of Specialists in Seating’s systems are custom designed 
to meet the most demanding project requirements. 

This dedication to delivering the highest standards throughout every aspect of a 
project has led to Specialists in Seating collaborating on high profile installations 
throughout the entertainment, education and sporting sectors across the UK, 
Ireland and Europe.

Nik Frampton,  

Facilities & Projects Manager for Mercury Theatre
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